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Enough immature tactics, egos, cowboy politics

    With the departure of 
Kewadin’s chief operating officer, 

it is the obligation of the Gaming 
Authority to provide oversight 
of risk management during this 
transitional period. Any transition 
poses risks. What we want to 
avoid is crisis. Unfortunately, the 
last 60 days has demonstrated a 
disregard for that notion and basic 
principles of corporate gover-
nance:
    — First, was rescinding a reso-
lution that gave a measure of insu-
lation for our top-level manage-
ment against retribution, by requir-
ing a majority vote by the author-
ity for employment actions. You 
can take a guess what employment 
actions soon followed.

    — When a procedural interpre-
tation was not in accordance with 
the personal opinion of a certain 
board member, they attempted 
to resign — in writing — their 
seat on the Gaming Authority! 
Resignation is not an option. It 
comes part and parcel with your 
constitutional duties as an elected 
representative of the tribe: “94.105 
(1) The Authority is a subordi-
nate organization of the Board of 
Directors of the Tribe established 
pursuant to Article VII Section 
1(n) of the Tribal Constitution. 
The Authority is an instrumentali-
ty of the Tribe but enjoys autono-
mous existence.”

    —  94.108(4)(5) of the Charter 
provides for the creation of an 
executive committee consisting 
of the chairman, treasurer and 
secretary of the board to exercise 
management authorities. No soon-
er was the executive committee 
created, it was dissolved again. 
Apparently some board members 
would like to micromanage casino 
operations and could not see fit to 
delegate that responsibility to an 
executive committee.
    — The chairman — who pro-
fesses to want to be more than just 
a “figurehead”— has announced 
his abdication of any role of 
responsibility during this period of 

transition! 
    — What we are left with is a 
power vacuum at the top and bare 
knuckle politics riding rough shod. 
This board of directors, through its 
role as the Gaming Authority, has 
a duty and obligation to manage 
the risk of transition, to avoid a 
crisis, and turn the situation into 
a prosperous opportunity for our 
gaming enterprise. Enough with 
immature tactics, egos and cow-
boy politics. There is too much at 
stake.
    Please contact me anytime with 
questions and concerns.
 (906) 484-6821
 unit2tribal@gmail.com

Catherine hollowell, 
DireCtor, Unit ii

Tribe is going through many changes this fall

    Aaniin Anishinaabek, like the 
leaves on the trees, our tribe is 
going through many changes this 
fall, some are good, some are not 
so good and some it remains to be 
seen. 
    The good changes include new 
grants received to support services 
to tribal members, the board of 
directors working (and implement-

ing) organizational and procedural 
changes. There is a generalized 
“stepping it up” in areas of effi-
ciency/proficiency, and it appears 
that we have a budget that might 
work (barring any unforeseen 
dilemmas). The “not so good” 
changes include a “brain drain” 
of sorts as important, and even 
vital staff have sought employ-
ment outside of the tribe. One can 
hardly blame them, after many 
years of absolutely no raises in 
pay of any kind, not even a simple 
cost of living (COLA) allowance. 
What remains to be seen is how 
this board of directors responds 
to a growing need for services to 
members, the loss of institutional 
knowledge as long term employ-
ees find employment elsewhere 
and the needs of a tribal govern-
ment (that in my opinion) has 
grown too large and inefficient.  
    I’m not pointing fingers at 
anyone or trying to assign blame 
anywhere, as I keep being told 
“this is how we’ve always done 

it.” I am simply sharing with you 
the issues that the board is dealing 
with. You’ve read in my monthly 
articles that I believe our tribe 
needs to prioritize. I have even 
shared with you what my priorities 
are. But recently a tribal member’s 
question to the board of directors 
caused me to stop, think and then 
realize that we have something 
missing for the future of our peo-
ple.
    One evening during the tribal 
members’ concerns segment of our 
board of directors meeting, one 
of our strong Anishinaabe women 
asked each board member to write 
down their vision for our tribe, 
share it with each other and then 
find where we have things in com-
mon. I have been thinking about 
her request.  
    As a woman who follows many 
of our old ways, being asked for 
one’s “vision” for the tribe meant 
serious business and deserved 
respect and attention, not a flip 
political “platform” of promises.

    I learned that my vision for 
our tribe meant that all children, 
adults and elders would have the 
opportunity to learn and speak 
our language. That the values and 
sensibilities that make us a tribe 
would be strong. I see our people 
regularly coming together in huge 
numbers, as we once did. And 
because of this, everyone felt con-
nected. The loneliness, darkness 
and despair that brought drugs, 
abuses and even death to our peo-
ple no longer existed, and in its 
place were happy, strong families. 
    My vision includes a tribal 
government that looks and acts 
more “tribal” than westernized. 
It’s a government grounded in the 
declaration of our predecessors to 
perpetuate our way of life and pro-
vide for the welfare and prosperity 
of our people. 
    Lastly, my vision for our tribe 
includes large tracts of tribal 
land, where we are free to be 
Anishinaabe. When this happens, 
we will LIVE in our sovereignty, 

free of local and state interests that 
seek to reduce us to nothingness.
    This is my vision. I know it is 
not the only one for our people. 
But I offer it up, to be shared. As 
an educated woman, I can see 
the challenges, and I can already 
hear the mockery of a vision that 
is very idealistic. I understand 
that it requires a major shift and it 
won’t be easy. But we used to be 
that way at one time, I see nothing 
in our modern times that would 
prevent us from going back to our 
future. In fact, finding ways for 
all to learn our language may be 
even easier because of “modern” 
technology.”
 So, there it is. I am an idealist 
to be sure, but not naive. I believe 
that we are capable of changing 
our world, we just have to WANT 
to. 
    Miigwech,
    Jen,
    (906) 440-9151, 
    jennifer.mcleod.2012@gmail.
com; http://jmcleodsaulttribe.com

Jennifer MCleoD, 
DireCtor, Unit i

 Part of the oath of office each 
and every member of the board 
recites consists of the following:
“In discharging those duties, I 
will honor the seven teachings of 
our people: love, respect, honesty, 
humility, truth, wisdom and brav-
ery.”
 As I write and re-write my 
report, I keep those words in 
mind. I will continue to focus on 
the issues facing the tribe, some 
positive while others not. I do not 
believe these reports are meant 
as a pulpit for mudslinging or 
character assassination. Quite 
honestly those actions are con-
trary to the very oath taken and 
counterproductive. I am a member 
of the board of directors. While I 
may not agree with an action or 
inaction, or cast a vote in the same 
manner as the majority at times — 

I still must assume responsibility 
as a member of the board.
 Workshops and meetings
 Over the course of the last 
month, countless hours have been 
spent in workshops and meetings 
related to budgets and overall 
operations. While a great deal of 
time and resources were utilized 
to hold these meetings/workshops, 
they were not as productive as 
they could have been. The tribe 
needs to establish policies and 
procedures for these activities to 
ensure their productivity and to 
essentially stop wasting the valu-
able time of employees who have 
jobs to accomplish. Too often at 
these meetings/workshops, entire 
departments sit idle in hallways 
waiting, standing by for their 
opportunity to make their respec-
tive presentations.  
 It is my goal to work with 
members of the board, as well as 
the chair, to incorporate a more 
productive and efficient process.
 Casinos
 By the time this unit report 
arrives in your homes, our tribal 
casinos will have commenced the 
transition from its current COO 
to a temporary structure. While I 
would prefer to state that this pro-
cess was planned out efficiently 
and effectively, it was not. Prior 
to the execution of this decision, 
a transitional plan should have 
been implemented. There are con-
sequences when actions are taken 
without planning.

Within the tribe and its enterprises 
we have become a reactionary 
environment. We, as a tribal 
government, have worked on the 
issues that face our tribe in the 
interim, reacting to the situations 
at hand. We must become progres-
sive and take an active approach 
to ensure stability of membership 
services.  
 For our tribe to become pro-
gressive, we need to change the 
way we operate. Accountability, 
profitability and efficiency must 
be enforced and adhered to. In the 
workplace, if individuals are not 
performing, replace them. If busi-
nesses are not performing, restruc-
ture them.
 Gaming Authority
 Chapter 94 of the Tribal 
Code establishes the Gaming 
Authority. Under Chapter 94.108 
Management of Authority: 
 (2) The Management Board 
shall consist of all of the members 
of the Board of Directors. No 
member of the Management Board 
shall continue to be a member 
thereof after he or she ceases to 
be a member of the board of direc-
tors.
 Over the years, while many 
may wish to deny it, this has been 
one of the largest impediments to 
the overall success of our casino 
operations. It is essential that we 
remove tribal politics from the B\
businesses of the tribe. The only 
thing that the tribal board should 
be concerned about related to our 

businesses is the bottom line. We 
as a tribe need to separate the 
businesses from the politics to 
ensure profitability and account-
ability. We need to commence 
changing the structure of the 
Gaming Authority composition 
itself to insulate it from these poli-
tics.
 Policy adhererence
 Tribal, casino and enterprise 
employees have certain rights 
established in the personnel pol-
icies and procedures adopted 
by the tribal board of directors.  
Unfortunately, it has become 
apparent that these rights are not 
being equally applied to team 
members.
 Too often, policy and proce-
dure have been, quite honestly, not 
adhered to. The following are just 
some of the recent examples:
 — Positions have been filled 
on an interim basis.
 — There is no adopted interim 
policy.
 — Positions have been filled 
while still posted, prior to their 
respective closing dates.
 — Postings have been short-
ened from 30 day postings to 3-4 
day postings.
 In addition, recently I had the 
unfortunate opportunity of serving 
on an appeal board for [blackout]. 
What I can say is that [blackout] 
was not equitable treatment of 
a [blackout]. The entire process 
was [blackout]. I realize that these 
blacked out areas appear confus-

ing; however, this is being done 
intentional to make a point. The 
process itself was done differently, 
information was omitted and quite 
honestly, all appeals, regardless 
of the team member, should be 
handled in accordance with adopt-
ed policy, and consistent with the 
existing procedures for appeals.  
 These are just a couple of 
examples to illustrate the breach in 
adherence to tribal resolutions and 
adopted policy. I state these exam-
ples merely to illustrate the types 
of activities occurring. We have 
adopted rules, regulations and 
policies — and it doesn’t matter 
who you are, you must adhere to 
them. Those who believe they are 
immune from policy or account-
ability do not serve the tribe, they 
serve themselves.
 Ultimately, the board (collec-
tively) has not taken a corrective 
approach to these actions and 
inactions. Ensuring accountabil-
ity is essential to protecting the 
assets of the tribe, which is a duty 
of each and every member of the 
board.  
 To ensure that these types of 
issues cease, I will continue to 
insist on adherence to adopted 
tribal policies and procedures. 
In addition, I will be advocating 
for a Tribal Employment Rights 
Ordinance, which would include a 
Tribal Employment Rights Office 
to ensure for the fair treatment in 
hiring and retention of employees.
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DJ hoffMan
DireCtor, Unit i

Tribe must apply policy and procedure equally


